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Polarization measurements on a magnetic quadrupole line in Ne-like barium
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We have measured the absolute polarization of the 2p6 1S022p5(2P3/2
o )3s@3/2#2

o magnetic quadrupole tran-
sition in Ne-like barium, excited in an electron-beam ion trap at a variety of energies. We find strong evidence
for the existence of resonant excitation processes that are not explained by our collisional-radiative calculations
even when the polarization arising from impact excitation is included. At energies well away from where the
resonances occur, the agreement between experiment and theory is good.@S1050-2947~96!06208-7#

PACS number~s!: 32.10.2f, 32.30.Rj, 34.80.Kw
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the absence of strong external electric or magn
fields, atomic states differing in magnetic quantum numb
but otherwise having identical principal and angular mom
tum quantum numbers, are degenerate in energy. Since
magnetic quantum numbers describe the spatial orienta
of the atom’s electron charge cloud, there may still be
servable differences between such degenerate states if
type of spatial asymmetry is present. For example, if co
sional excitation occurs by impact in a preferred directio
the magnetic sublevels of the excited state can be popul
with nonstatistical probabilities. When the state decays,
emitted electromagnetic radiation will be spatially anis
tropic and partially polarized@1#.

Anisotropic excitation mechanisms are quite common
astrophysical plasmas and are readily reproduced in a l
ratory environment. In solar flares, ions and atoms can
excited by electrons moving along fixed magnetic field lin
which give rise to a preferred direction in space@2#. A simi-
lar situation occurs in supernova shock waves@3# and also in
polar aurorae and possibly in jets in active galactic nuc
On earth, there have been many crossed-beam or beam
studies whereby atoms and ions are excited in a spat
asymmetric way@4#.

In the experiment described in this paper, we study
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polarization of radiation emitted from ions that have be
excited by impact with a unidirectional monoenergetic ele
tron beam inside an electron-beam ion trap~EBIT!. The
EBIT is a powerful tool for creating very highly charged ion
for atomic structure and electron-ion interaction studi
Techniques for measuring electron-impact ionization@5#, ex-
citation @6#, and recombination@7# cross sections using a
EBIT have been demonstrated; however, these meas
ments have all been adjusted to take into account polar
tion effects.

Inside an EBIT, the ions interact with a narrow~about 60-
mm-diam! beam of electrons. This well-collimated electro
beam acts as a quantization axis, creating a cylindric
symmetric environment for the ions. Care must be taken t
in interpreting emission line intensities when they are us
for obtaining electron-ion interaction cross sections. Po
ization of the emitted radiation is especially important wh
measurements are made with spectrometers in which the
ergy disperser is polarization selective~e.g., Bragg crystal
x-ray spectrometers!. Even when a polarization-insensitiv
energy detector is used@e.g., solid-state Si~Li ! detector#, po-
larization is important because the detector is generally
sitioned normal to the electron beam rather than at
‘‘magic angle’’ of 55° ~i.e., the angleu at which polarization
for dipole radiation disappears, given by cos2u51/3). De-
pending upon the experiment, however, polarization can b
tool rather than a complication in the analysis. The measu
ment of the polarization or the angular distribution of phot
emission gives information about the magnetic sublevels
volved in electron-ion collisions that would normally rema
hidden in a simple energy dispersive measurement. As
will illustrate below, polarization-sensitive measuremen
may also be used to detect resonance processes that w
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54 1343POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS ON A MAGNETIC . . .
otherwise be too weak to be observed directly. In what f
lows, the polarizationP is defined as

P5
I i~90°!2I'~90°!

I i~90°!1I'~90°!
, ~1!

whereI i(90°) andI'(90°) are the intensities of the parall
and perpendicularly polarized radiation measured at 90° w
respect to the axis of symmetry~the electron-beam directio
in our experiment!.

II. OBSERVED Ne-LIKE M2 TRANSITION

In the standard spectroscopic notation forJ1l ~pair! cou-
pling @8# used for noble-gas spectra, the spectral l
we report on in this paper arises from th
2p6 1S022p5(2P3/2

o )3s@3/2#2
o magnetic quadrupole trans

tion in Ne-like barium~hereinafter referred to as theM2
transition or theM2 line!. This transition was originally ob-
served in Ne-like iron created in the solar corona@9#. It has
since been observed in several other Ne-like systems
laboratory Tokamak source@10#, as well as in an EBIT@11#.
In barium, the energy of this transition is calculated to
4.563 keV, corresponding to a wavelength of 2.717 Å. T
upper level is the lowest-energy excited state of the Ne-
systems. Because of its high angular momentum, man
the high angular momentum excited states preferentially
cay to it. This results in a complicated cascade feed
scheme.

Because the transition is magnetic quadrupole, it ha
relatively small Einstein-A coefficient for an x-ray transition
about 3.03108 s21 in Ne-like barium @13#. However, in
low-density plasmas such as that in an EBIT, the relat
intensity of the line is comparable to that of the lar
Einstein-A coefficient lines. This is because of the stro
cascade feeding and the fact that the number of decays
unit time is bottlenecked by the electron-impact excitat
rates, rather than the decay rates.

In previous EBIT work, theM2 line was studied by
Beiersdorferet al. @11# using a flat crystal spectrometer. Th
electron-beam energy dependence of the intensity relativ
a reference line made it possible to separately measure
effects of different indirect line formation mechanism
These included resonance excitation of the line, dielectro
recombination onto F-like barium, and inner-shell ionizati
of Na-like barium. As the authors pointed out in their pap
their diffractive crystal was oriented to preferably reflect
rays with polarization vector parallel to the electron be
direction. They could not orient it for x rays of compleme
tary polarization and therefore had to use theoretical e
mates of the polarization to compare their observed line
tensities with predictions based on the various line format
mechanisms~both direct and indirect!. They estimated the
polarization P, defined in Eq. ~1! above, to be
20.0560.10 over the entire range of electron-beam energ
used. That is, they assumed that the polarization had no
pendence upon electron-beam energy and justified this
sumption with calculations of the impact energy depende
~or, rather, relative independence! of the polarization of the
2p6 1S022p5(2P3/2

o )3d@5/2#1
o electric-dipole line@11# using

the method of Zhang, Sampson, and Clark@12#. However, as
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we remarked above, the formation of the upper level of
M2 line is dominated by cascade decays from high ang
momentum states. The relative contribution of the differe
cascade paths dramatically changes with electron-beam
ergy. Some of the paths are completely excluded once
energy of the electron beam falls below the excitation thre
old for the root state of the path~i.e., the highest-energy stat
in the path!. In turn, the feeding of the different magnet
sublevels of theM2 line also changes with the electron-bea
energy. Thus, even if the direct electron-impact excitat
cross sections for the magnetic sublevels do not change
tive to one another with impact energy, there may still be
significant change in the polarization because of the~energy-
dependent! cascade feeding process. Studying the imp
tance of this effect on the energy dependence of the po
ization was the primary motivation for the present work.

III. CALCULATIONS

To gain a better understanding of the cascade feedin
the upper level of theM2 line we carried out calculation
with a collisional-radiative model. An analysis using th
HULLAC computer code@13# was done at a number o
electron-impact energies between 5.2 and 7.8 keV, wh
coincided with the energy range in our experiment. The o
put of the code gives the relative populations of the leve
the decay rates, electron-impact excitation rates, and ene
for the different transitions involved. The calculation in
cluded all of then53 and n54 energy levels of Ne-like
barium. Because the excitation threshold energies var
great deal over then53 and n54 levels, the number of
levels involved in the cascade process increases quickly
electron-beam energy. At 5.2 keV, only 23 levels can
excited, whereas at 7.8 keV, all 89n53 andn54 levels can
play some role. If we consider that the population trans
between the different magnetic sublevels strongly depe
on the angular momentum values of the upper and lo
levels of the cascading transition, it is clear that the cha
in the relative population of the magnetic sublevels of t
M2 line can be significant. Figure 1 shows the Grotrian d
gram of the levels involved in the population of the upp
level of theM2 line at 7.8 keV beam energy. It can be se
from this figure that the upper level is preferentially pop
lated from upper states with total angular momentum diff
ent from zero. The various excitation and cascade fracti
were calculated using theHULLAC code.

The cross section and collisional-radiative programs
the HULLAC code do not treat sublevels of differentM for a
given J. In order to model the polarization expected follow
ing cascades through a number of levels, we wrote
collisional-radiative program that explicitly considers ea
M sublevel. In order to simplify the problem somewhat, w
only considered collisional excitations and deexcitations
tween the ground state and the various excited levels, s
x-ray radiative transitions are much faster than collisio
transitions in the EBIT. Using angular momentum relatio
ships, the Einstein-A coefficient between magnetic subleve
in terms of theM averagedA coefficientA(Ji→Jj ) is @14#
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FIG. 1. Partial Grotian diagram showing a
the levels involved in the cascade feeding of t
upper level of theM2 transition at 7.81 keV
beam energy. The dominant levels are sho
with long bars and connected with arrows, whi
the levels that individually contribute less than
few percent to the population are shown by sh
bars.
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A~Ji ,Mi→Jj ,M j !5US Jj q Ji

2M j m Mi
D U2

3~2Ji11!A~Ji→Jj !, ~2!

where the quantity (
2M j

Jj
m
q

Mi

Ji ) is the usual Wigner 3-j sym-

bol. In this symbol,q is the multipolarity of the transition
andm5M j2Mi , by the properties of the 3-j symbol. In our
modeling, we take the decay ratesA(Ji→Jj ) from the pre-
viously describedHULLAC runs. We take collisional excita
tion cross sections from the same source, but split thes
into the M -dependent quantities according to a variety
approximations. The collisional-radiative matrix inversion
run to establish the populations of eachM sublevel. Follow-
ing this, the polarization in each emission line is calcula
according to Eq.~19! of Inal and Dubau@15#.

As an initial estimate for the polarization fraction of ea
level, we took the limits given by Percival and Seaton@1#.
We assumed that only the orbital angular momentum s
level Ml50 is populated in the electron impact and th
coupled the orbital angular momentum with the electr
spins to formJ. As such, this approximation assumes ex
LS coupling and therefore a polarization fraction that c
only be realized for impact excitation of neutral atoms
threshold. This approximation turns out to overestimate
measured polarization by a large factor, but the depende
on electron-beam energy is qualitatively correct. A simi
j j coupling approximation~i.e., assuming sublevels wit
Ml50 only are populated! gives an even larger polarizatio
~leading to a larger discrepancy!. j j coupling might be ex-
pected to be a better approximation for Ne-like barium, s
is probable that the cause of the discrepancy is our negle
the depolarization that occurs when the incident elect
scatters through a large angle in the Coulomb field of
target ion. The direction of the scattered electron sets
quantization axis for the excited ion, so the stronger the
teraction~and thus the larger the scattering angle!, the greater
the depolarization will be.
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Accordingly, we decided to perform detailed calculatio
of the impact-excitation cross sections from the ground s
to the magnetic sublevels of each of the participating exc
levels at an impact energy of 410 Ry~5.578 keV!. These
were undertaken by two of us~J.D. and M.K.I.! essentially
following the formalism in Inal and Dubau@15#. The impor-
tant simplifications are that the collisions are treated nonr
tivistically and that we have only one energy point at whi
the polarization is calculated. Note that the total cross s
tions we use still retain their energy dependence~which is
actually quite weak over the energy range we consider! since
these are taken from our earlierHULLAC computations. Even-
tually a total of 37 levels were included in the calculatio
allowing us to employ the cascade model for electron-be
energies up to 5.98 keV; above this, higher excited states
involved for which we have no polarization fraction calcul
tions. Putting these results into our modified collision
radiative model gives the polarizations that are shown
Table I. These results are about a factor of 4 smaller t
those predicted by the simple model described in the prec
ing paragraph.

We should emphasize that only excitation by direct el
tron impact followed by radiative decay has been included
our model. Since the polarization fractions were calculate
one impact energy only, we are implicitly assuming that t
polarization fractions for a given excited state do not chan
substantially with beam energy over the range of intere
Energy scaling is included for the total cross sections, but
for the fractions going to eachM sublevel. Overall, the only
substantial omission in our calculation is that resonant p
cesses appearing at energies near 5.2 and 5.8 keV have
neglected. We believe that the effect of resonance excita
is quite evident in the data presented below and can exp
the regions in which there is a significant discrepancy
tween our calculations and our experiment.

IV. INSTRUMENTS

Descriptions of the history and operating principle of t
EBIT have been published elsewhere@16,17#. Our machine
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54 1345POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS ON A MAGNETIC . . .
@18# is similar in design to the Lawrence Livermore Nation
Laboratory EBIT, which is described in detail in Ref.@19#.
The highly charged ions are created, excited, and trap
radially by a 60-mm-diam, 3500-A cm22 electron beam. A
series of three cylindrical drift tubes—two end cap tub
biased at 250 V positive with respect to a center drift tube
provide axial trapping for the ions. The voltage applied to
center drift tubeV0 determines the electron-beam ener
~5.0–8.0 keV in our experiment!. The electron-beam energ
is not precisely equal toeV0, however, because the spa
charge of the electron beam itself depresses the on-axis
tential. We corrected for this effect using a simple calcu
tion based on Gauss’s law. Our electron-beam energy s
has perhaps a650-eV absolute uncertainty due to the spa
charge correction; the relative uncertainty is on the orde
only a few eV, though. Observation of x rays emitted by io
in the trap is made at 90° with respect to the electron-be
direction through a series of two beryllium windows th
have a total thickness of 0.175 mm. Since barium, which
dopant in the electron gun cathode, boils off of the catho
and fills the trap automatically, it is one of the easiest e
ments to study in an EBIT. Just by turning on the electr
beam and tuning to an energy above the 3.3-keV ioniza
potential of Na-like barium, an abundant sample of Ne-l
barium is created. About 81% of naturally occurring bariu
has zero nuclear spin, so that the effect of the hyper
interaction on line polarizations is negligible@20#.

The measurement was carried out using two ident
Johann-type, bent crystal x-ray spectrometers operating
multaneously. A description of the spectrometers and de
tors can be found in Ref.@21#. For the wavelength rang
studied ~approximately 2.72 Å!, we used a Ge~220!
(2d54.00 Å! crystal. During the polarization measureme
the two spectrometers were installed so that their respec
reflection planes were perpendicular to each other an
90° to the electron-beam direction. The Bragg angle is n
45° (42.8°), so the spectrometers function as near-perfe
ray polarizers. The polarization of the emitted radiation
obtained by inserting the observed normalized intensitie
Eq. ~1! and then dividing the result by a correction fact

TABLE I. Polarizations of theM2 andE1 lines. Polarizations of
the M2 andE1 lines are calculated using the collisional-radiati
model and realistic starting polarization fractions. From left to rig
the columns are beam energy in keV,M2 line polarization,E1 line
polarization, and the number of levels included in the calculatio

Energy M2 E1
~keV! ~%! ~%! No. of levels

5.04 212.5 4.77 19
5.10 212.5 4.77 19
5.20 212.2 3.77 21
5.27 212.0 3.71 23
5.40 212.1 3.57 25
5.50 212.4 2.63 33
5.58 212.4 2.63 33
5.70 212.4 2.63 33
5.80 214.8 2.64 37
5.90 215.0 3.07 37
5.98 215.0 3.07 37
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Q @22#, where Q512Y12Y2, with Y’s representing the
amount of parallel-polarized radiation that leaks through i
the perpendicular-polarized measurement~and vice versa!.
The Q factor depends on crystal quality, curvature, alig
ment, and angle and is very close to unity for high-qual
crystals and a Bragg angle close to 45°. A very thin perf
crystal ~or a thick or thin mosaic crystal! would have
Y5X/(11X), whereX5cos2(2u) or about 0.6% for the ex-
act angle used in our experiment. For the case of a th
perfect crystal, the exponent on the cosine would be 1
the value ofX would be 7.7%. Our crystal has been prev
ously quantified and is intermediate in thickness between
limiting forms, leading toY values that are about 1.9% an
an overall value ofQ50.963(5).

V. DETERMINATION
OF THE ABSOLUTE POLARIZATION

In order to determine the absolute line polarization, t
orthogonal spectrometers had to be intensity cross calibra
This can be done by observing an unpolarized line if one
be found near the same energy as the line under study.
method of intensity calibration takes account of the differe
geometrical and detector efficiency factors at the same ti
The ideal candidate isotropic line is one that has aJ50
upper level, since in that case there is only one magn
sublevel and thereforeP50. For intensity cross calibration
we used the 2p6 1S0-2p5(2P3/2

o )3s@3/2#1
o electric dipole tran-

sition in Ne-like barium~hereinafter referred to as theE1
transition or theE1 line!. This line appears at 4.568 keV
which is much closer to theM2 line than a similar electric
dipole transition that was used for the same purpose
Beiersdorferet al. @11#. The proximity of ourE1 line to the
M2 line allowed us to simultaneously observe them in h
resolution with our spectrometers.

Calculations using the collisional-radiative model and t
HULLAC code ~including all n53 and n54 states! predict
that at an electron-beam energy of 7.8 keV, the upper le
of the E1 line is primarily (.80%! populated by cascade
from states withJ50 angular momentum. As a conse
quence, even though the upper level of theE1 line has non-
zero angular momentum, it is mostly unpolarized and isot
pic. Figure 2 shows the partial Grotrian diagram of the lev
involved in the population of the upper level of theE1 line,
which we constructed from the output of theHULLAC code.
Using theHULLAC data, we estimate that the absolute val
of the polarization for theE1 line is less than 3% over th
entire range of beam energies in our experiment. For calib
tion purposes, we assumed complete isotropy for theE1 line
and took account of the small polarization due toJÞ0 cas-
cades in the error bars on our final results for theM2 line
polarization.

It is interesting to compare the ratio of the efficiencies
the two spectrometers based upon observation of the mo
unpolarizedE1 line with a sophisticated computer mode
The two spectrometers are very nearly identical, but beca
the x-ray source is in the shape of a thin cylinder~only ions
within the 60mm diameter of the electron beam and with
the 2 cm length of the center drift tube can be excited wit
the EBIT!, there is a rather large geometrical effect; that
their relative efficiencies depend strongly upon their orien

t

.
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FIG. 2. Partial Grotrian diagram showing a
the levels involved in the calculation of the ca
cade feeding of the upper level of theE1 transi-
tion for electron-beam energy 7.81 keV. The n
tation is explained in the caption to Fig. 1.
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tion. The computer model@23# predicts that the spectromete
perpendicular to the electron beam has a factor
1.960.20 greater efficiency than the one oriented paralle
the electron beam. Using the unpolarizedE1 line as a refer-
ence, we observe experimentally an efficiency factor of 1.

VI. DATA ACQUISITION AND EVALUATION

Data were taken at 15 different electron impact energ
between 4.97 and 7.81 keV. The energies were chosen to
below the excitation thresholds of certainn54 and n53
levels so as to exclude them completely from the casc
feeding routes to the upper level of theE1 line. Each data
point represents between 6 and 12 h of collection tim
Longer times were required for the lowest energies beca
fewer levels are excited that can potentially feed theM2 or
E1 lines, thus making the lines appear weaker. Figur
shows typical spectra at a beam energy of 6.00 keV for e
spectrometer. TheM2 andE1 lines are clearly resolved an
no other strong features are present in the spectrum. Fo
of the data points, electron-beam currents ranged betw
135 and 150 mA, depending on the energy we had set.
current and energy were held fixed during the entire coll
tion time and a small amount of N2 was injected to improve
evaporative cooling of the trapped barium ions@24#. After
the data were taken, the six best spectra from each spect
eter were summed to generate two spectra with the hig
signal-to-noise ratio. These were used to determine the
centers as accurately as possible and to extract the indivi
spectrometer response functions. The line centers and
sponse functions were then held fixed in subsequent fits u
to extract the polarization-dependent line intensities. T
data evaluation was done using a spectrum fitting prog
@25#. Initially, peaks were fit to Voigt line shapes, but it wa
quickly discovered that the peaks had a predomina
Gaussian shape. Accordingly, fits to Gaussian line sha
with linear background subtraction were performed for all
the spectra. From fits to each of the 15 different spec
~representing 15 different electron-beam energies!, the inten-
sity of both lines (J52 andJ51) was determined. Compar
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ing the intensity ratio of the two lines for each spectrome
gave a measure of the absolute polarization in accorda
with Eq. ~1!.

VII. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

We have already mentioned some minor corrections t
must be applied to the measured polarization, arising from
small polarization dependence in the crystal reflectivity,
well as a small deviation in the Bragg angle from 45°. A

FIG. 3. Simultaneous data from the spectrometers that mea
perpendicular~top! and parallel~bottom! polarization. The beam
energy was 6.00 keV. TheM2 andE1 lines are clearly resolved in
both spectra. X-ray energy increases to the right, so that theM2 line
lies to the left~lower energy! of the E1 line.
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54 1347POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS ON A MAGNETIC . . .
cording to our model calculations@23# of the crystal reflec-
tivity ~accurate to 1–2 %!, the corresponding correction t
the polarization is no more than 1.6%, with a far smal
uncertainty. These model calculations also allow us to ap
a theoretical normalization to the two spectrometers so
can experimentally confirm that the reference line is inde
unpolarized,P50.0(1). In addition, the model calculation
imply that the x-ray signal emerging from our EBIT form
an effective source height of 13~7! mm.

Another correction and accompanying source of er
arises from the transverse motion of electrons in the be
The presence of the strong magnetic fieldB0 in the EBIT
allows rigid-rotor motion of the electron beam at a maximu
angular frequency approximately equal to the electron cy
tron frequencyvce5eB0 /me @26#. This rotation can develop
when the beam moves through a magnetic-field gradien
the EBIT, the electrons move from a region of near-ze
magnetic field at the cathode to a region of 3-T magne
field in the center of the trap@27#. The incident electron
velocity vectors therefore lie on the surface of an inver
cone and this leads to some depolarization from the case
perfectly aligned beam.

The total velocity of the electron beam is determined
the potentialV0 applied to the center drift tube. We estima
the transverse component of this total velocity using sev
independent methods. First, we note that under our co
tions of 3-T field, the angular frequency is 531011 Hz,
which means a maximum transverse kinetic energy of
eV for electron orbits inside a 60-mm-diam beam. This trans
verse energy is consistent with the fact that we have b
unable to operate our EBIT below 700 eV total beam ene
without picking up significant stray currents in the electrod
~such as the electron gun anode! that surround the electro
beam at various points along its trajectory. The maxim
possible rotation velocity estimated in this way gives
angle of incidence with respect to normal~‘‘pitch angle’’!
ranging from 21° to 17° for total beam energies rang
from 5.0 to 7.8 keV, respectively. The final angular veloc
of the beam could be less than the maximum, however.
essentially determined by the magnetic field at the cath
since v'

2 /B is an adiabatic invariant for a charged partic
traveling through a fixed magnetic field. Thus we make o
second estimate as follows. We note that at the cathodev'

2

is of order 2kTc /me , whereTc51500 K is the temperature
of the cathode. The cathode magnetic fieldBc is not known,
but it is believed to be of order a few hundred microtesla~a
few gauss! since that is the level of control that the EBI
bucking coil ~which is used to null out the field at the cat
ode! gives. As discussed in the Appendix, a theoretical e
mate of the cathode magnetic field gives valu
Bc5240–210mT ~2.4–2.1 G!, which give pitch angles of
24° –20° for beam energies in the range 5.0–7.8 keV,
spectively. This second estimate should be considered
rough estimate for the ‘‘typical’’ pitch angles, but since it
somewhat larger than the more rigorously obtained p
angles obtained in the first estimate, we use the first estim
for analysis of our data.

With the incident electron velocity vectors lying on th
surface of an inverted cone, there are two geometric eff
that will cause some depolarization. The first is that the an
of observation with respect to the incident electron veloc
r
ly
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vector will deviate from 90°. The second and more serio
problem is that for electron velocity vectors with nonze
components lying in the plane normal to the observation
rection, the axes for the polarization measurement will
rotated. The first case was accounted for by running po
ization calculations as described above, but for an aver
angular deviation from observation at right angles. The
sine of this angle is given by

^cosb&5~2/p!E
0

p/2

sin~fp!cos~u!du52sin~fp!/p.0.2,

~3!

wherefp is the typical electron pitch angle to the beam ax
given by arctan(v' /vi), taken here to be about 17°. In th
limit of small angles, the observed polarization is reduced
a factor 12^cosb&2 @15#, or about 0.96.

The second effect reduces the observed polarization b
factor

^cos~2f!&5~2/p!E
0

p/212tan2~fp!sin2~u!

11tan2~fp!sin2~u!
du

512tan2~fp!

.0.90. ~4!

This expression is easily obtained from the general form
Eq. ~1! rotated through an anglef rather than evaluated a
90°.

The combined result of the two geometric effects is t
product of the two, so the measured polarization is appro
mately 87% of the true value. This percentage will chan
slightly ~about 5%! with beam energy in the range we co
sider, but not sufficiently to alter the energy dependence
our observed polarization.

We do not have direct measurements of the magnitud
the transverse kinetic energy of electrons in the EBIT or
the cathode magnetic field~from which the final transverse
kinetic energy can be estimated!. We note, however, that a
polarization measurement of a suitable line might in fact b
good way of measuring this. A strong line with a large p
larization could be monitored as the cathode magnetic fi
Bc is changed through tuning of the bucking coil current.

Another potential source of systematic error arises fr
anisotropy in the emitted radiation from theE1 line used for
normalization. In the analysis, we determined the casc
feeding scheme with theHULLAC code as in the case of th
M2 line. Our estimate for the polarization of theE1 line,
which is probably an overestimate for energies well abo
the excitation threshold, isP521.6% at high energies. Ove
the entire range of our energies, theE1 polarization is esti-
mated to remain below 3% and the effect on the polarizat
of the M2 line, in turn, is less than 0.01. Note that in es
mating the polarization of theE1 line we have neglected th
effect of resonances, but these should further drive the
larization towards the assumed value of zero, just as they
for the M2 line.

Finally, there is an uncertainty in the absolute beam
ergy. As discussed above, there is a depression of the en
due to the negative space charge of the electron beam, w
tends to reduce the on-axis potential with respect to the d
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tube electrode voltageV0. This space-charge correction ca
be calculated; however, there is an additional complicat
because trapped positive ions~both barium ions and back
ground gas ions! partially neutralize the electron-beam spa
charge. This neutralization is difficult to determine theore
cally, but it is possible to estimate it experimentally by o
serving the wavelength of a radiative recombination l
~which changes with electron-beam energy! or by observing
the change in intensity of a dielectronic recombination re
nance line with beam energy. We determined that the ove
space-charge correction in our situation was 250 eV, with
uncertainty of650 eV. The uncertainty, however, represen
an unknown but constant offset that must be applied to a
the data; the relative beam energies are known to wi
65 eV. Thus, in the results that follow, the energy scale
an offset uncertainty of about650 eV, but the shape of th
curve of polarization versus energy is certain within the o
standard-uncertainty error bars shown.

VIII. RESULTS

Our measurements are shown in Fig. 4 as a plot of
polarization P of the M2 line as a function of electron
impact energy. The beam energies were chosen to exc
certain levels from the cascade scheme, thereby simplify
the theoretical calculations and maximizing the significan
of each data point. For example, alln54 levels were ex-
cluded in the measurements below 6.3 keV. Also, at th
electron-impact energies, neither the resonance excitatio
the F-like charge state nor the inner-shell ionization of
Na-like charge state can play a role since both are ener
cally excluded.

The theoretical estimates are also shown in Fig. 4. T
dash-dotted line corresponds to an approximation where
the sublevels with zero orbital angular momentum are po
lated. This is a very crude approximation and supposed to

FIG. 4. PolarizationP of the M2 line as a function of beam
energy. The 15 beam energies were chosen to fall below the e
tation thresholds of certain cascading levels, thus completely
cluding those levels from the cascade scheme. Both the sim
theory ~which neglects levels with a nonzero orbital angular m
mentum, as appropriate near the excitation threshold! and the best
presently available theoretical estimate~which includes collisional
radiative effects but not resonant excitation processes! are also
shown with a dash-dotted line and a dashed line, respectively.
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valid only near the excitation threshold.
The fairly strong decrease in the absolute value of

polarization around 5.5 keV beam energy coincides with
intensity increase seen by Beiersdorferet al. @11# in the par-
allel polarized component of theM2 line. This intensity in-
crease was interpreted by Beiersdorferet al. @11# to be the
result of a resonance excitation of the upper level of
M2 line. In this two-step process, a dielectronic resona
transition to one of the autoionizing Na-like levels tak
place. The dielectronic process is followed by an autoion
ation, whereby the final state includes the upper level of
M2 line. If the interpretation is correct, the 25% decrease
the line polarization could be accounted for by the resona
excitation process itself. However, since polarization cal
lations already show a similar tendency, we have to concl
that at least part of the polarization change is due to
change in the cascade feeding scheme for the upper lev
the M2 line. The assumption made by Beiersdorferet al. in
Ref. @11# of a 25610% polarization that is independent o
electron-impact energy holds over a good part of the ene
range of our measurement, but not in those places wh
resonances can occur. In our case, we measured a neg
line polarization with an average value of20.1260.10%.
The absolute value of the polarization increases close to
direct excitation threshold energy and decreases stro
near 5.2 and 5.8 keV, whereLNO and LOO dielectronic
resonance~DR! excitations are allowed~in Auger notation,
LOO denotes anL-shell electron promoted to theO shell
while an incident unbound electron is captured in theO
shell!. These results do not change the basic conclusion
Ref. @11# and we believe that these deviations of the pol
ization from its average value are in fact due to the indir
processes reported by Beiersdorferet al. @11#. In fact, we
attribute the region of strong deviation near 5.8 keV to
LOO resonance process that was not observed in Ref.@11#.

It appears that the resonant excitation process~DR fol-
lowed by autoionization! creates unpolarized radiation. In
simple picture, this might be expected, since even if the
tial DR process populates them sublevels of the doubly ex
cited intermediate state nonuniformly, the subsequent e
tron emission in the autoionization process will scramble
quantization axis of the final-state singly excited ion.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have measured the absolute polarization of
2p6 1S022p5(2P3/2

o )3s@3/2#2
o magnetic quadrupole trans

tion in Ne-like barium. We find that for electron-impact e
citation in the energy range from 5.0 to 7.8 keV, this lin
shows a strong negative polarization. The polarization ty
cally falls between24% and218%, but changes sharpl
near 5.0 keV, as well as near 5.1–5.3 and 5.8 keV.

We have also found a steady decrease in the polariza
between 5.5 and 6.0 keV, which should be due at least in
to the change in the cascade feeding routes. It appears
the quantitative agreement between models and experim
is greatly improved when realistically calculated polarizati
fractions are included. The precise degree of agreemen
certain energies is probably fortuitous, however, since
portant resonant processes have not been included. In fa
seems that polarization measurement may represent a s

ci-
x-
le

-
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tive method for confirming the presence of such reson
excitation processes. In our data, for example, a decreas
the absolute value of the polarization is quite prominent n
5.8 keV, which we interpret as being due to anLOO dielec-
tronic resonance excitation. This resonance is difficult to i
late in a plot of total line intensity versus beam energy a
was not observable in Ref.@11#.

Finally, we note that polarization measurements mi
also be used to determine the magnitude of rigid-rotor m
tion in the electron beam of an EBIT. This rotation might
controlled through tuning of the cathode magnetic field, a
it would be interesting to see if such effects are indeed
portant in EBIT.
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APPENDIX

Here we discuss the intensity of the magnetic field at
EBIT cathodeBc . While the minimum electron-beam radiu
is obtained for zero field at the cathode, under this condit
the electrons cannot enter the trap. By maximizing an
pression for the current density in the ion trapj ,

j 5neqv i5
Ne

pR2 q~v22v't
2 !1/2 ~A1!

in the trap with respect toBc , wherev't is the perpendicular
velocity in the trap~as opposed to at the cathode, denoted
v'c), ne is the electron density, andNe is the number of
electrons per unit length in the beam~assumed constant!, we
do

dz

n

R
n
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can derive a theoretical estimate for the optimum cath
magnetic field. The beam radiusR is given by Herrmann’s
theory @28#

R5r bH 1

2
1

1

2 F114S 8kTc

me

r c
2

h2Bt
2r b

4 1
Bc

2r c
4

Bt
2r b

4D G1/2J 1/2

,

~A2!

where r b is the Brillouin radius,r c is the cathode radius
Bt is the trap magnetic field,Tc is the cathode temperature
me is the electron mass, andh is the charge to mass rati
q/me of the electron. A consideration of adiabatic invaria
quantities leads to the following expression for the perp
dicular velocity in the trap:

v't5v'cS B

Bc
D 1/2

. ~A3!

Substituting Eqs.~A2! and ~A3! into ~A1!, differentiating
with respect toBc , setting the result equal to zero, and rea
ranging gives

Bc
35Bt

3
v'c

2

v22v'c
2 Bt /Bc

R42R2r b
2/2

2r c
4 , ~A4!

which can be simplified forv@v't andR.r b to give

Bc.BtS v'c
2

4v2

R4

r c
4 D 1/3

. ~A5!

Taking Tc51500 K, which givesv'c.1.53105 ms21,
R5331025 m, r c51.531023 m, and Bt53 T, gives a
value forBc of (2.122.4)31024 T for electron-beam ener
gies of 5.0–7.8 keV, in reasonable agreement with~and com-
pletely independent from! the value inferred from the sens
tivity of the electron beam to the bucking coil current.
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